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Abstract I present a discussion of some issues in the ontology of spacetime. After a

characterisation of the controversies among relationists, substantivalists, eternalists, and

presentists, I offer a new argument for rejecting presentism, the doctrine that only present

objects exist. Then, I outline and defend a form of spacetime realism that I call event

substantivalism. I propose an ontological theory for the emergence of spacetime from more

basic entities (timeless and spaceless ‘events’). Finally, I argue that a relational theory of

pre-geometric entities can give rise to substantival spacetime in such a way that relationism

and substantivalism are not necessarily opposed positions, but rather complementary. In an

appendix I give axiomatic formulations of my ontological views.
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For there neither is nor will be anything else besides what is, since Fate has fettered it to be whole and

changeless. Parmenides (Fragment 8. From the translation in Kirk et al.1983).

1 Introduction

Discussions and controversies about the nature of space and time in Western thought can

be traced to the early Pre-Socratic philosophers (Graham 2006; Jammer 2012; Romero

2012). The position of Aristotle, who understood time as a measure of motion, and its

contrast with the Platonic view, shaped the ontological controversy of the Hellenistic

period, the Late Antiquity, and even the Middle Ages (see Sorabji 1983). It was not,

however, until the development of Newtonian physics and the Leibniz–Clarke corre-

spondence (Leibniz and Clarke 2000), that what is now called relationism-substantivalism
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debate clearly emerged. Crudely, relationism is the metaphysical doctrine that space and

time are not material entities existing independently of physical objects. Space and time

emerge, according to this view, as a complex of relations among things and their changes.

There are spatial and temporal relations among the constituents of the world, but not space

and time in themselves. On the contrary, substantivalism is committed to the independent

existence of space and time, which are considered as material substances or even as things

or entities. Substantivalism is ontological realism about space and time. The debate

between both parties went on during more than 300 years (see the books by Jammer 2012

and Friedman 1983 for arguments supporting both positions).

With the advent of the concept of spacetime (Minkowski 1908) and the General Theory

of Relativity (Einstein 1915), the debate underwent such changes in the meaning of the

original terms of both positions that some authors, as Rynasiewicz (1996), claimed that the

whole issue was outmoded and ill-directed. Hoefer (1998) has argued, convincingly, that

although some aspects of the classical debate might dissolve in the new context, the dispute

is based on a genuine ontological problem and the debate goes on. I agree. I maintain,

however, that the current ontological discussion cannot ignore the related issue of the

eternalism–presentism-growing block universe debate. In this paper I shall offer a view of

the topic in which a kind of substantivalism, relationism, and eternalism can coexist on the

basis of emergentism, the doctrine that qualitative systemic properties arise from more

basic ontological levels devoid of such properties. The mechanisms that enforce emergence

are composition and interaction. I hold that there is a level for each of the three ontological

positions to be considered as a good option for a description of the way the world is.

In what follows, I first give a characterisation of the main concepts I am going to discuss

and then I place the debate in the context of General Relativity and spacetime ontology.

Next, I present a new argument for rejecting presentism, the doctrine that only the present

time exists. In my opinion, this is the only of the four ontological views that is completely

inconsistent with modern science. The remaining of the paper is devoted to outline my

ontological position about the existence of spacetime. Technical details go to the ‘‘Ap-

pendix’’, so the bulk of the discussion is apt for a broad readership.

2 The Controversy

The traditional substantivalism–relationism debate was reshaped by the introduction of

General Relativity in 1915. The changing views of Einstein himself on ontological matters

helped to generate much confusion in the early interpretations of the theory. Einstein was

originally motivated in part by a Mach-inspired relationism (see his debate with de Sitter

about the impossibility of empty spacetime, Smeenk 2014). Then, he shifted to a kind of

‘‘ether substantivalism’’ after 1918 (Einstein 1920; Hoefer 1998) to end espousing a block

universe á la Weyl, after the early 1920s. He remained a spacetime realist and hardcore

eternalist until the end of his life. He wrote to Vero and Bice Besso, referring to the death

of his lifelong friend Michele Besso, just three weeks before his own death (Fölsing 1998):

Now he has preceded me a little by parting from this strange world. This means

nothing. To us, believing physicists, the distinction between past, present, and future

has only the significance of a stubborn illusion.

After a meeting with Einstein in 1950, Karl Popper wrote (Popper 2005, p.148):
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I had met Einstein before my talk, first through Paul Oppenheim, in whose house we

were staying. And although I was most reluctant to take up Einstein’s time, he made

me come again. Altogether I met him three times. The main topic of our conversation

was indeterminism. I tried to persuade him to give up his determinism, which

amounted to the view that the world was a four-dimensional Parmenidean block

universe in which change was a human illusion, or very nearly so. (He agreed that

this had been his view, and while discussing it I called him Parmenides.)

But at the time of his debate with de Sitter (1917), Einstein wrote (Einstein 1918a, see

also Smeenk 2014):

It would be unsatisfactory, in my opinion, if a world without matter were possible.

Rather, the glm-field should be fully determined by matter and not be able to exist

without the latter.

All these shifts of ontological views by the founder of the theory contributed to create

some confusion on the metaphysical trenches.

The development, in the early 1920s, of dynamicist philosophical views of time by

Bergson, Whitehead, and other non-scientific philosophers helped to resurrect presentism,

the Augustinian view that only the present time exists and there is no future or past. Such a

doctrine has a profound impact on theological issues and has been defended by Christian

apologists (see, e.g. Craig 2008) but also by scientific-oriented thinkers in later years (see,

e.g. Bunge 1977). Substantivalism, relationism, eternalism, and presentism are all different

ontological stances, although some of them are closely related. I offer some provisional

definitions in order to make some semantical clarifications of importance for the subse-

quent discussions.

• Spacetime substantivalism1: Spacetime is an entity endowed with physical properties.

This position is clearly expressed by Einstein (1920). The exact nature of this entity is

open to discussion. I shall defend an event substantivalism.

• Spacetime relationism: Spacetime is not an entity that can exist independently of

physical objects. Spacetime, instead, is a system of relations among different

ontological items. The nature of these items is also open to discussion. I shall propose

that there is a level where a form a relationism provides an adequate framework for

current physics and that this is not in contradiction with event substantivalism when the

latter is applied to a different ontological level.

• Eternalism (also known as Block Universe—BU): Present, past, and future moments

(and hence events) exist. They form a 4-dimensional ‘block’ of spacetime. Events are

ordered by relations of earlier than, later than, or simultaneous with, one another. The

relations among events are unchanging. Actually, they cannot change since time is one

of the dimensions of the block. I have defended this position in Romero (2012 and

2013a). The reader is referred to these papers as well as to Peterson and Silberstein

(2010) and references therein for further arguments.

• Presentism: Only those events that take place in the present are real. This definition

requires explanations of the terms ‘present’ and ‘real’. Crisp (2003, 2007) offers

elucidations. See also the mentioned paper by Craig (2008), and Mozersky (2011).

Presentism has been subject to devastating criticisms since the early attacks by Smart

1 I follow the modern jargon and adopt the expression ‘‘susbstantivalism’’ instead of the more traditional
(and less awkward) ‘‘substantialism’’. Unfortunately, philosophy and elegence of style not always go
together.
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(1963), Putnam (1967), and Stein (1968). See Saunders (2002), Petkov (2006),

Wüthrich (2010), Peterson and Silberstein (2010), Romero (2012, 2015) for up-dated

objections.

A position intermediate between eternalism and presentism is the growing block uni-

verse proposal, strongly advocated in recent years by cosmologist G.R.S. Ellis. This

position holds that past and present events exist, but future moments and events are not

real. Reality would be a kind of growing 4-dimensional block, to which events are been

added and go from non-existence to present and then to the past. The ultimate motivation

for this proposal seems to be in some interpretation of quantum mechanics and a com-

mitment with indeterminisim with respect to the future (e.g. Ellis and Rothman 2010, see

also Broad 1923). Several of the objections raised against presentism apply to the growing

block universe, but I shall not make the case against it here. I leave the topic to a further

communication.

3 Some Further Objections Against Presentism

Most of the arguments against presentism are based on the Special Theory of Relativity;

see the references cited in the previous section and the discussions in Craig and Smith

(2008). Metaphysical arguments can be found, for instance, in Oaklander (2004) and

Mellor (1998). Recently, several arguments based on General Relativity have been dis-

played against presentism. Romero and Pérez (2014) have shown that the standard version

of this doctrine is incompatible with the existence of black holes. In Romero (2015) I

enumerate a number of additional objections based on General Relativity and modern

cosmology. Wüthrich (2010) discusses the problems and inconsistence of presentism when

faced with Quantum Gravity. Here, I offer a new argument based on the existence of

gravitational waves.

The argument goes like this:

P1. There are gravitational waves.

P2. Gravitational waves have non-zero Weyl curvature.

P3. Non-zero Weyl curvature is only possible in 4 or more dimensions.

P4. Presentism is incompatible with a 4 dimensional world.

Then, presentism is false.

The logic is sound, so let us review the premises of the argument to see whether there is

some escape route for the presentist. The truth of P1 is accepted by the vast majority of

scientists working on gravitation. Gravitational waves are a basic prediction of General

Relativity ( Einstein 1916, 1918b). Large gravitational wave detectors such as LIGO—the

Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory—have been constructed and are now

under a process of upgrading to meet the required sensitivity for effective wave detection.

A space-based observatory, the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna or LISA, is currently

under development by the European Space Agency (ESA). All this activity shows the

confidence of the scientific community in the existence of gravitational waves. Indirect

evidence for such existence is found from the orbital decay of the binary pulsar PSR

B1913?16, discovered by Hulse and Taylor in 1974. The decay of the orbital period is in

such accord with the predictions of General Relativity that both scientists were awarded the

Nobel Prize in Physics 1993 (see, for instance Taylor and Weisberg 1982). So, P1 can be

considered true within the context of our present knowledge of the universe.
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Premises P2 and P3 are necessarily true. Gravitational waves propagate in empty space,

where the Einstein’s field equations are reduced to:

Rab ¼ 0:

This expression means that the 10 coefficients of the Ricci tensor are identically null in

vacuum. But the full Riemann tensor2 has 20 independent coefficients since it is a rank 4

tensor. The remaining 10 components are expressed by the Weyl tensor. Then, since the

gravitational waves are disturbances in the curvature, the Weyl tensor must be non-zero in

their presence. If the dimensionality of the world were 3, as proposed by the presentists, the

Riemann tensor would have only 6 independent components, and since in 3 dimensions the

Einstein’s equations in vacuum are reduced to 6, the Weyl tensor must vanish. Only in 4 or

more dimensions gravity can propagate through empty spacetime (see Hobson et al.

2006, p. 184; Romero and Vila 2014, p. 19).

Then, the presentist should either deny that presentism is incompatible with 4-dimen-

sionalism or accept that presentism is false. But presentism is essentially the doctrine that

things do not have temporal parts (Heller 1990). Any admission of temporal parts or time

extension is tantamount to renounce to the basic claim of presentism: there are no future or

past events. I conclude that presentism is utterly false. I shall ignore this position in what

remains of this article.

4 Event Substantivalism and the Emergence of Things

In General Relativity, a specific model representing a sate of affairs is given by a triplet

hE; g; Ti, where E is a 4-dimensional, real, differentiable pseudo-Riemannnian manifold,

g is a (pesudo)metric tensor field of rank 2 defined on E, and T is another rank 2 tensor

field representing the energy-momentum of the material entities accepted by the theory.

Both tensor fields are related by the Einstein’s field equations: GabðgabÞ ¼ jTab, where

Gab ¼ Rab � 1=2 gabR is the so-called Einstein’s tensor, a function of the metric field and

its second order derivatives. Substantivalism is usually presented within the context of

General Relativity in one of two types: manifold substantivalism and metric substanti-

valism (Hoefer 1996). The former is characterised as the view that the bare manifold

represents spacetime (Earman and Norton 1987). The latter, as the view that the metric

field g represents substantival spacetime (Hoefer 1996).

Two lines of attack on manifold substantivalism have been adopted by philosophers of

spacetime and advocates of relationism: the hole argument and the ‘absence of structure’

argument. The first one was originally conceived by Einstein, and resurrected by Earman

and Norton (1987). The second, was presented by Maudlin (1989) and elaborated by

Hoefer (1996). Let us briefly review them.

Imagine a situation where the matter distribution is known everywhere outside some

closed region of spacetime devoid of matter, the so-called hole. Then, the field equations

along with the boundary conditions supposedly enable the metric field to be determined

inside the hole. General covariance states that the laws of physics should take the same

mathematical form in all reference frames. In two different frames, there are two solutions

that have the same functional form and impose different spacetime geometries. If the

2 The Riemann tensor represents the curvature of spacetime. See ‘‘Appendix’’ secton ‘‘Basic Definitions’’.
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coordinate systems in these frames3 differ only after some time t ¼ 0, there are then two

solutions; they have the same initial conditions but they impose different geometries after

t ¼ 0. This seems to imply a breakdown of determinism. Then, the manifold substantivalist

should abandon determinism if she wants to remain a realist about spacetime points rep-

resented by the bare manifold (Norton 2014). Nothing observable, however, is made

indeterminate by the hole argument, and hence the relationist escapes unscathed.

As noted by Hoefer (1996), the argument outlined above is not conclusive: without the

premise that determinism is actually true, the argument has no force beyond the psycho-

logical conviction that determinism deserves a fighting chance. I see an additional prob-

lem: the substantivalist can claim that there are two types of determinism, namely,

ontological and epistemological. The hole argument affects only the second type, since it

concerns the predictions of the theory, not its ontological assumptions (i.e. that the points

of the manifold represent events). But the existence of Cauchy horizons in many solutions

of General Relativity is well established, so the hole argument adds essentially nothing to

the epistemic problems of the theory. In any case, the hole argument prevents the univocal

identification of bare points of the manifold with spacetime, not spacetime substantivalism.

The second criticism of manifold substantivalism is based on the observation that the

manifold, being just a topological structure, has not geometrical properties that are

essential to any concept of spacetime (Maudlin 1989). In particular, without the metric

field is not possible to distinguish spatial from temporal directions or to establish relations

of ‘earlier than’ and ‘simultaneous with’. I agree. The manifold by itself has not structure

enough as to provide a suitable representation of spacetime. Hoefer (1996) concludes that

the metric field g is a much better candidate to represent spacetime than the manifold. He

observes that the metric field is clearly defined, and distinguishable from the matter field T,

which represents the contents of spacetime. The metric field cannot be null over finite

regions of the manifold, contrary to other fields. If the metric field were just a physical field

defined over spacetime, the geodetic motion would not be related with spacetime, but only

with this field. Hoefer also remarks that Einstein was of the opinion of that if the metric

coefficients are removed, no spacetime survives the operation, since nothing is left, not

even Minkoswki spacetime. All spatio-temporal properties disappear with the metric.

Based on his rejection of primitive identity for the points of the manifold, Hoefer proceeds

to identify substantivalism with the claim that the metric represents spacetime and the

manifold is a dispensable metaphysical burden.

I concur with the opinion that the metric is indispensable for a representation of

spacetime. The metric provides all properties associated with spacetime. The manifold,

however, does not seem dispensable to me. The whole spacetime is represented by the

ordered pair hE; gi. The elements of the pair represent different aspects of spacetime. The

points of the manifold represent the existing events that form the world, and the metric

represents their relational and structural properties. The identification of spacetime with a

single element of the pair leads to problems. Instead, the representation of spacetime with

hE; gi is in accord with the usual practice in science of representing entities with sets and

properties with functions (Bunge 1974a, b). It might be argued, as Hoefer (1996) does, that

spacetime points have no duration, and hence no trajectories in time, and they do not

interact in any way with each other or with physical objects or fields, so it would be weird

to assign them any kind of independent existence. My answer to this complaint is that of

course points do not interact: they are the elements of the manifold that represents events.

Events form the ontological substratum, and they do not move nor interact: change and

3 Notice that frames, contray to coordinate systems, are physical objects.
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interaction emerge from their ordering. At the level of analysis of General Relativity,

events do not need to satisfy primitive identity neither. Only at a pre-geometric level events

can be differentiated by a single property, their potential to generate further events (see

Sect. 6 below). At the level at which General Relativity is valid, events do not need to be

differentiated and it is this very fact that allows us to represent them by a manifold plus the

metric. There is then no problem at all with embracing Leibniz Principle (i.e. diffeo-

morphic spacetime models represent the same physical situation). We can actually define a

spacetime model as an equivalence class of ordered pairs fhM; gig related by a diffeo-

morphism. In this class, the manifold provides the global topological properties and the

continuum substratum for the definition of the metric structure. The representation of

spacetime appears, therefore, as the large number limit of an ontology of basic timeless and

spaceless events that can be identified only at a more basic ontological level.

The ontological operation of composition ‘�’ of events is a binary relation that goes

from pairs of events to events. If E is a set of events, and ei; i ¼ 1; . . .; n 2 E represent

individual events, then � : E � E ! E is characterised by the following postulates:

• P1. ð8eÞE ðe � e ¼ eÞ.
• P2. ð8e1ÞEð8e2ÞE ðe1 � e2 2 EÞ.
• P3. ð8e1ÞEð8e2ÞE ðe1 � e2 6¼ e2 � e1Þ.

We can introduce some definitions:

• D1. An event e1 2 E is composite , 9e2; e3ð ÞE e1 ¼ e2 � e3ð Þ.
• D2. An event e1 2 E is basic , : 9e2; e3ð ÞE e1 ¼ e2 � e3ð Þ.
• D3. e1 � e2 , e1 � e2 ¼ e2 (e1 is part of e2 , e1 � e2 ¼ e2) .

• D4. CompðeÞ � fei 2 E j ei � eg is the composition of e.

Composition leads to a hierarchy of events, with basic events on the lower level and

increasing complexity towards higher levels. Reality seems to be organised into levels,

each one differentiated by qualitative, emerging properties. A level can be defined as a

collection of events or things that share certain properties and are subject to some common

laws that apply to all of them. For example, all chemical processes share some properties

and obey to chemical laws, but do not have biological properties or are constrained by

social laws.

Higher levels have processes and things with some properties belonging to lower levels

in addition to specific ones. For instance, I, a human being, have mass, experience

chemical reactions, and have biological functions. Conversely, an atom has not biological

properties. At some point of this hierarchy of events, things can be introduced as classes

abstracted from large number of events (see Romero (2013a) for formal definitions). A

thing-based ontology allows a simplification in the description of the higher levels of

organisation of what is, essentially, an event ontology.

The structure of the level system is given by (e.g. Bunge 2003b):

L ¼ hL; \i;

where L is a set of levels and \ is an ordering relation (precedence). For any level Ln,

Ln\Lnþ1 iff 8ðeÞ½e 2 Lnþ1 ! CompðeÞ 2 Ln�.
I differentiate at least 6 levels of organisation of reality. In order of increasing com-

plexity, these are: ontological substratum\ physical\ chemical\ biological\ social\
technical. The first level is formed by basic events and precedes the emergence of physical

things at the physical level. Once events have multiplied and composed to a point where
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they can be represented with a continuum set, General Relativity can be formulated. In the

‘‘Appendix’’ section ‘‘Axiomatic Ontology of Spacetime’’, I present General Relativity as a

physical theory that emerges from the basic ontological level. The first axiom, of onto-

logical nature, postulates the existence of all events. Form the start, then, the theory can be

labeled as ‘event substantivalism’. Spacetime is represented by the ordered pair hE; gi, not

by the bare manifold E or by the metric field g. Spacetime is then an emerging thing from

the collection of all events, that can be characterised as an individual endowed with

properties (Romero 2012, 2013a).

I close this section offering a brief new argument for spacetime substantivalism. It

might be called a ‘thermodynamical’ argument:

• P1. Only substantival existents can be heated.

• P2. Spacetime can be heated.

Then, spacetime has substantival existence.

The logic is clearly sound, so let us briefly discuss the premises. P1 is a fundamental

insight from physics. To heat something is to excite its internal degrees of freedom. It is

impossible to to heat something that does not exist, because non-existents do not have

internal microstructure. Regarding P2, quantum field theory in curve spacetime clearly

indicates that spacetime can be heated and the amount of radiation produced by it can be

increased (for instance, by acceleration or gravitational collapse, e.g. Birrell and Davis

1982). I conclude that spacetime has substantival existence.

5 Defending Eternalism

The assumption that the collection of all events exists and is represented by a 4 dimen-

sional differentiable real manifold, along with the metric structure of this manifold given

by the field g, leads to the doctrine we have defined as ‘eternalism’: past, present, and

future events exists. In fact, the metric allows to define the separation of any two events,

ds2ðe1; e2Þ ¼ gabdxadxb, with dx the differential 4-dimensional distance between e1 and

e2. According to whether ds2 ¼ 0, ds2 [ 0, or ds2\0, the events are considered ‘null’,

‘time-like’, or ‘space-like’, respectively. In the first two cases the events might be (but not

necessarily are) causally related and the temporal ordering cannot be reversed with a

simple change of coordinates. In the case of space-tike events, on the contrary, there is no

absolute temporal ordering, given the invariance of the theory with respect to the group of

general coordinate transformations. Events that are future or past in some system, can be

simultaneous in another. If someone claims that a couple of space-like events are present,

she must accept that there are future and past events (since there will be always a coor-

dinate transformation that render them future or past) or negate that existence is invariant

under coordinate transformations. The latter seems to be an impossible step. The existence

of future and past events, hence, is implied by substantivalism, i.e. any consistent sub-

stantivalist must be an eternalist. The converse is not true.

The existence of space-like events cannot be denied by a presentist, since the existence

of all events was assumed from the very beginning, when the existence of the referents of

the the manifold E was accepted in the formulation of General Relativity (Axiom P1 in

A.2). The presentist can try to offer a suitable reformulation of General Relativity where all

but present events are just convenient fictions, but it is difficult to see how this move will
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help her to escape from the argument from general covariance, since the ‘present’ is

defined as a moving hypersurface of space-like events. For the eternalist, instead, there is

nothing dynamical associated with the ‘present’: this is just a local relational property;

every event is present to a person located at that moment and location. The same event is

past or future to persons located in the future or the past of the event; there is no intrinsic

‘presentness’ associated with individual events. All events exist on equal foot for the

eternalist.

The presentist can object that eternalism implies fatalism: the future is fixed and

unchangeable. This objection seems to be the main motivation for the postulation of the

growing block universe view. The presentist’s universe, however, can be as fixed in

regards to the future as the block universe of the eternalist. This is because the

inevitability of an occurrence depends on the character of the physical laws. If the laws

are deterministic, the future of the presentist is still nonexistent, but will exist in a

determined way. So the argument can work only if the presentist can prove that onto-

logical determinism is false. The usual move here is to turn to quantum mechanics.

There is, however, no help to be found in quantum theory since it does not imply the fall

of ontological determinism. Two quantum events can be related by some probability

estimated from the deterministic evolution of dynamical objects of the theory (either

operators or wave functions, depending on the formulation). Such a relation, from the

point of view of the spacetime, is as fixed as any other relation between the events.

There is no sudden change of probabilities: the probabilities are just a mathematical

measure of the propensity of the some events to be related. Besides mathematical objects

like probabilities do not change. In this sense, quantum probabilities are no special: the

probability of a dice roll to yield a 3 is 1/6, both before and after the rolling (see Romero

2015, appendix). This does not make less ontologically determined the events of

throwing the dice and getting the 3. There is no ‘collapse’ of the wave function. Wave

functions, mathematical objects in the Hilbert space, cannot ‘collapse’ in any meaningful

sense (Bunge 1967, 1973; Perez-Bergliaffa et al. 1993). What can change is a quantum

physical system, not the probability attributed to the event by quantum mechanics. The

evolution of the system, when it interacts, is not unitarian and cannot be predicted by

quantum mechanics. It must be studied by a quantum theory of measurements, where

each case depends of the specific instrumental set up.

I want also to emphasise that quantum mechanics is not a background independent

theory: it is formulated on a previously assumed spacetime theory (Euclidean space-

time in the case of non-relativistic quantum mechanics, Minkowski and pseudo-Rie-

mannian spacetimes in the cases of relativistic quantum mechanics and quantum field

theory on curve space). Being a background dependent theory, quantum mechanics

imports the ontological assumptions of its background (Rovelli 2004). So, if we have

assumed a substantivalist view of spacetime, eternalism, far from being ruled out by

quantum mechanics, is assumed as well in accordance with the implication we saw

above.

The other standard argument against eternalism raised by presentists is that it cannot

explain the human experience of time and passing. I have addressed this issue in Romero

(2015) so I shall only mention here that modern neuroscience supports the idea that the

‘‘passage of time’’ is a construction resulting from the ordering of brain processes (Pöppel

1988; Le Poidevin 2007; Eagleman 2009).
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6 Relationism Before Time

Event substantialism regarding spacetime does not preclude relationism at a more basic

level. Relations among basic events, or ‘ontological atoms’4, can be the basis from which

substantival spacetime emerges, in a similar way to how things emerge from spacetime

events.

The manifolds adopted in General Relativity to represent spacetime have a pseudo-

Riemannian metric and are compact. A very important property of such manifolds is that

they are compact if and only if every subset has at least one accumulation point. These

points are defined as:

Definition Let E be a topological space and A a subset of E. A point a 2 A is called an

accumulation point of A if each neighbourhood of a contains infinitely many points of A.

For compact Hausdorff spaces5, every infinite subset A of E has at least one accumu-

lation point in E.

If we want to represent events at very small scale, the assumption of compactness must

be abandoned. The reason is that any accumulation point implies an infinite energy density,

since events have finite (but not arbitrarily small) energy, and energy is an additive

property. In other words, spacetime must be discrete at the smallest scale6.

As far as we can decompose a given event e 2 E into more basic events, in such a way

that E can be approximated by a compact uncountable (non-denumerable) metric space, the

continuum representation for the totality of events will work. But if there are atomic

events, there will be a sub-space of E that is countable (or denumerable if it is infinite) and

ontologically basic. There is, in such a case, a discrete substratum underlying the con-

tinuum manifold. Since the quantum of action is given by the Planck constant, it is a

reasonable hypothesis to assume that the atomic events occur at the Planck scale,

lP ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�hG=c3
p

. If there are atomic events, their association would give rise to composed

events (i.e. processes), and then to the continuum spacetime, which would be a large-scale

emergent entity, absent at the more basic ontological level. This is similar to, for instance,

considering the mind as a collection of complex processes of the brain, emerging from

arrays of ‘mindless’ neurons.

If this view is correct, then quantum gravity is a theory about relations among basic

events and the ontological emergence of spacetime and gravity. Quantum gravity would be

a theory so basic that it might well be considered as ontological rather than physical.

The discrete spacetime ontological substratum can be formed by atomic timeless and

spaceless events. These events have only one intrinsic property: energy, i.e. the capability

to generate more events. The relational properties of basic events result in spatio-temporal

properties of the collection of composed events. It has been suggested by Bombelli et al.

4 These basic events can be thought as some suitable re-interpretation of Leibniz monads (Leibniz 2005).
5 A manifold E is said to be Hausdorff if for any two distinct elements x 2 E and y 2 E, there exist Ox � E

and Oy � E such that Ox \ Oy ¼ ;.
6 Arguments for discrete spacetime coming from physical considerations can be found, for instance, in Oriti
(2014) and Dowker (2006). Also, notice that the thermodynamical argument for the existence of spacetime
presented in Sect. 4 implies that there exists a microstructure of spacetime, namely:

• P1. Spacetime has entropy.
• P2. Only what has a microstructure has entropy.

Then, spacetime has a microstructure.
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(1987) that basic events and their relations should be represented by a partially ordered set,

also called a poset. It can be proved that the dimension, topology, differential structure, and

metric of the manifold where a poset is embedded is determined by the poset structure

(Malament 1977). If the order relation is interpreted as a causal relation, the posets are

called causal sets (or causets). We do not need to make this distinction here.

A poset is a set P with a partial order binary relation 	 that is reflexive, antisymmetric,

transitive, and locally finite (in the sense that the cardinality of the poset is not infinite, and

hence there are no accumulation points). It is the local finiteness condition that introduces

spacetime discreteness.

A given poset can be embedded into a Lorentzian manifold taking elements of the poset

into points in the manifold such that the order relation of the poset matches the ordering of

the manifold. A further criterion is needed, however, before the embedding is suitable. If,

on average, the number of poset elements mapped into a region of the manifold is pro-

portional to the volume of the region, the embedding is said to be faithful. The poset is then

called manifold-like.

A poset can be generated by sprinkling points (events) from a Lorentzian manifold. By

sprinkling points in proportion to the volume of the spacetime regions and using the causal

order relations in the manifold to induce order relations between the sprinkled points, a

poset can be produced such that (by construction) be faithfully embedded into the mani-

fold. To maintain Lorentz invariance, this sprinkling of points must be done randomly

using a Poisson process.

A link in a poset is a pair of elements x; y 2 P such that x 
 y but with no z 2 P such

that x 
 z 
 y. In other words, x and y represent directly linked events. A chain is a

sequence of elements x0; x1; . . .; xn such that xi 
 xiþ1 for i ¼ 0; . . .; n � 1. The length of a

chain is n, the number of related elements used. A chain represents a process.

A geodesic between two poset elements can then be introduced as follows: a geodesic

between two elements x; y 2 P is a chain consisting only of links such that x0 ¼ x and

xn ¼ y. The length of the chain, n, is maximal over all chains from x to y. In general there

will be more than one geodesic between two elements. The length of a geodesic should be

directly proportional to the proper time along a time-like geodesic joining the two

spacetime points if the embedding is faithful.

A major challenge is to recover a realistic spacetime structure starting from a numerable

poset. This problem is sometimes called ‘‘dynamics of causets’’. A step in the direction of

solving the problem is a classical model in which elements are added according to prob-

abilities. This model is known as classical sequential growth (CSG) dynamics (Rideout and

Sorkin 2000). The classical sequential growth model is a way to generate posets by adding

new elements one after another. Rules for how new elements are added are specified and,

depending on the parameters in the model, different posets result. The direction of growth

gives rise to time, which does not exist at the fundamental poset event level.

Another challenge is to account for the remaining referents of General Relativity,

namely, gravitating objects. I have already suggested that physical objects can be under-

stood as clusters of processes7, and hence they might emerge as inhomogeneities in the

growing pattern of events (Romero 2013a). This conjecture is supported by the observation

that whatever exists seems to have energy, and energy is just the capability to change

7 Events are understood by some authors as changes in material objects (e.g. Bunge 1977). This definition is
correct only above certain level of composition, at which basic events are irrelevant. There is not problem of
circularity, then, with the views presented here. One can even reserve the name ‘‘event’’ for the changes in
things, and adopt ‘‘monads’’ or some other fancy name for what I call here ‘‘basic events’’.
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(Bunge 2003a, 2006). The more numerous the bundle of events is, the larger the associated

energy results. Physical things, objects endowed of energy, would be systems formed by

clusters of events. In the Appendix, section ‘‘Towards an axiomatic pre-geometry of

spacetime’’ I present an outline of an axiomatics of this pre-geometric ontological theory.

7 An Ontology Cozy for Science

In the current physical view, the world is a collection of quantum fields existing in

spacetime. The interaction of these fields is local. The properties of spacetime are repre-

sented by what is usually interpreted as another physical field, the Lorentzian metric field

defined on the continuum 4-dimensional manifold. This field represents both the geo-

metrical properties of spacetime and the potential of gravity. This dual character makes it

unique among all physical fields. The metric tensor field, contrarily to the others, is a

classical field with infinite degrees of freedom and background independence. Back-

ground-independence is the property that the metric of spacetime is the solution of the

dynamical equations of the theory.

When standard quantisation techniques are applied to gravity, there appear infinitely

many independent parameters needed to correctly define the theory. For a given choice of

those parameters, one could make sense of the theory; but since it is not possible to carry

out infinitely many experiments to fix the values of every parameter, a meaningful physical

theory cannot be determined: gravity is perturbatively nonrenormalizable. The appearance

of singularities in General Relativity, however, indicates that the theory is incomplete (e.g.

Romero 2013b). Another hint that a quantum theory of gravity should emerge from a

discretisation of spacetime itself comes from black holes. Quantum field theory in curved

spacetime shows that the horizon of a black hole has entropy. But the horizon is just a

region of spacetime. Spacetime, hence, has an associated entropy. A merely continuum

spacetime, with its infinite number of degrees of freedom would have an infinitely large

entropy. The finiteness of the black hole entropy, then, points to the existence of a discrete

substratum for spacetime.

There is another very important difference between the metric field g and the fields of

the Standard Model of particle physics. The ten coefficients of metric do not represent a

physical field, but a class of properties of a substantival entity: spacetime. It is then

incorrect to attribute energy to g. Properties do not have energy, only substantival entities

have (Bunge 1977). Attempts to construct a well-defined and conserved energy for the

metric field fail, and only a (non-unique) pseudo-tensor can be constructed. The reason is

that the geometrical properties of spacetime are always locally reduced to those of a flat

Minkowskian manifold. Physically, we call this condition ‘the Equivalence Principle’

(Einstein 1907). Energy should be attributed not to the metric, but to substantival space-

time itself. The energy content of spacetime is related to the number of basic events per

unit of volume. This number is minimum for nearly flat spacetime, or when the volume is

very small ð� l3
PÞ, but it is never zero. It is not possible to eliminate the energy of

spacetime through a transformation of coordinates, in the way the metric field can be made

locally Minkowskian; existence cannot be suppressed by a mere coordinate change. I

suggest that the average minimum energy of spacetime is measured by the cosmological

constant. If there is only one basic event in a Planck cubic volume, the energy of such

event would be amazingly tiny: � 10�91 eV.
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The ontological views I advocate in this paper are in good agreement with these

physical considerations. First, spacetime has substantival existence. It can be formally

represented by a continuum manifold equipped with a metric tensor field: ST¼̂ E; gh i.
Second, the existence of spacetime implies the existence of events that are past, present,

and future. Third, the metric field is not akin other physical fields; it represents the geo-

metrical properties of spacetime and does not have independent existence. And forth, as all

large scale entities, spacetime emerges from the composition of more basic existents, that I

have called ‘basic events’. I suggest that these ontological views can provide an adequate

philosophical background for physical research of gravity and cosmology, both classical

and quantum.

8 Closing Remarks

Undoubtedly, ontology by itself cannot offer a solution to the problems of quantum

gravity. But this is not the task of ontology. What should be expected from ontological

theories is a framework suitable for the development of scientific research, with no hidden

assumptions or confusing terms; a clarification of the basic concepts of our most general

theories about the world and its emergence. It is in this sense that I think that a scientif-

ically informed ontology can pave the way for research through the elucidation of our ideas

of space, time, and spacetime. The considerations presented in this article were aimed at

such direction.
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Appendix: Axiomatics

Basic Definitions

In this appendix I give some basic definitions used in the two axiomatisations that follow.

The Einstein tensor is:

Gab � Rab �
1

2
Rgab; ð1Þ

where Rab is the Ricci tensor formed from second derivatives of the metric and R � gabRab

is the Ricci scalar. The geodetic equations for a test particle free in the gravitational field

are:

d2xa

dk2
þ Ca

bc

dxb

dk
dxc

dk
¼ 0; ð2Þ

with k an affine parameter and Ca
bc the affine connection, given by:

Ca
bc ¼

1

2
gadðobgcd þ ocgbd � odgbcÞ: ð3Þ
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The affine connection is not a tensor, but can be used to build a tensor that is directly

associated with the curvature of spacetime: the Riemann tensor. The form of the Riemann

tensor for an affine-connected manifold can be obtained through a coordinate transfor-

mation xa ! �xa that makes the affine connection vanish everywhere, i.e.

�Ca
bcð�xÞ ¼ 0; 8 �x; a; b; c: ð4Þ

The coordinate system �xa exists if

Ca
bd;c � Ca

bc;d þ Ca
ec C

e
bd � Ca

de C
e
bc ¼ 0 ð5Þ

for the affine connection Ca
bcðxÞ. The left hand side of Eq. (5) is the Riemann tensor:

Ra
bcd ¼ Ca

bd;c � Ca
bc;d þ Ca

ec C
e
bd � Ca

de C
e
bc: ð6Þ

When Ra
bcd ¼ 0 the metric is flat, since its derivatives are zero. If

K ¼ Ra
bcdRbcd

a [ 0

the metric has a positive curvature. Sometimes it is said, incorrectly, that the Riemann

tensor represents the gravitational field, since it only vanishes in the absence of fields. On

the contrary, the affine connection can be set locally to zero by a transformation of

coordinates. This fact, however, only reflects the equivalence principle: the gravitational

effects can be suppressed in any locally free falling system. In other words, the tangent

space to the manifold that represents spacetime is always Minkowskian.

Axiomatic Ontology of Spacetime

The basic assumption of the ontological theory of spacetime I propose is:

Spacetime is the emergent system of the ontological composition of all events.

Events can be considered as primitives. They are characterised by the axiomatic

formulation of the theory. Since composition is not a formal operation but an ontological

one, spacetime is neither a concept nor an abstraction, but an emergent entity. What I

present here is, then, a substantival8 ontological theory of spacetime. As any entity,

spacetime can be represented by a concept. The usual representation of spacetime is given

by a 4-dimensional real manifold E equipped with a metric field gab:

ST¼̂ E; gabh i:

I insist: spacetime is not a manifold (i.e. a mathematical construct) but the ‘‘totality’’ of

all events. A specific model of spacetime requires the specification of the source of the

metric field. This is done through another field, called the ‘‘energy-momentum’’ tensor

field Tab. Hence, a model of spacetime is:

MST ¼ E; gab; Tabh i:

The relation between both tensor fields is given by the field equations. The metric field

specifies the geometry of spacetime. The energy-momentum field represents the potential

of change (i.e. event generation and density) in spacetime.

8 An entity x has subtantival existence iff x interacts with some y, such that y 6¼ x.
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We can summarise all this through the following axioms. The axioms are divided into

syntactic, if they refer to purely formal relations, ontological, if they refer to ontic objects,

and semantic, if they refer to the relations of formal concepts with ontological ones. There

are no physical axioms at this level.

The basis of primitive symbols9 of the theory is:

BOnt ¼ E; E; gf g; Tf g; ff g; K; jh i:

• P1—Ontological/semantic E is the collection of all events. Every member e of E
denotes an event.

• P2—Syntactic E is a C1 differentiable, 4-dimensional, real pseudo-Riemannian

manifold.

• P3—Syntactic The metric structure of E is given by a tensor field of rank 2, gab, in such

a way that the differential 4-dimensional distance ds between two events is:

ds2 ¼ gabdxadxb:

• P4—Syntactic The tangent space of E at any point is Minkowskian, i.e. its metric is

given by a symmetric tensor gab of rank 2 and trace �2,

gab ¼

1 0 0 0

0 � 1 0 0

0 0 � 1 0

0 0 0 � 1

0

B

B

B

@

1

C

C

C

A

:

• P5—Syntactic The symmetry group of E is the set of all 4-dimensional transformations

ff g among tangent spaces.

• P6—Syntactic E is also equipped with a set of second rank tensor fields Tf g.

• P7—Semantic The elements of Tf g represent a measure of the clustering of events.

• P8—Ontological: inner structure The metric of E is determined by a rank 2 tensor field

Tab through the following equations:

G� gK ¼ jT; ð7Þ

or

Gab � gabK ¼ jTab; ð8Þ

where Gab is the Einstein tensor. Both K and j are constants.

• P9 —Semantic The elements of E represent physical events.

• P10—Semantic Spacetime is represented by an ordered pair E; gabh i:

ST¼̂ E; gabh i:

• P11—Semantic A specific model of spacetime is given by:

MST ¼ E; gab; Tabh i:

This theory characterises an entity that emerges from the composition of basic, timeless

and spaceless events (see below). On the basis of this theory we can formulate a physical

9 A primitive symbol is a symbol not defined explicitely in terms of other symbols.
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theory about how this entity, spacetime, interacts with other systems and the corresponding

dynamical laws. Such a theory is General Relativity. The axioms we should add to obtain

General Relativity form our ontological theory are:

• A.1—Semantic The tensor field T represents the energy, momentum, and stress of any

physical field defined on E.

• A.2—Physical K is a constant that represents the energy density of spacetime in the

absence of non-gravitational fields. The constant j represents the coupling of the

gravitational field with the non-gravitational systems.

• A.3—Semantic k ¼ �8pGc�4, with G the gravitational constant and c the speed of light

in vacuum.

From
V11

i¼1 Pi ^
V3

i¼1 Ai, all standard theorems of General Relativity follow (see

Bunge 1967; Covarrubias 1993; Romero 2014).

Towards an Axiomatic Pre-geometry of Spacetime

The ontological, substantival theory of spacetime outlined above characterise an entity,

spacetime, that is formed by events. If events are the basic constituents of spacetime, a

constructive theory of spacetime can be proposed. In such a theory, spacetime emerges

from timeless and spaceless events whereas metric properties and the internal spacetime

structure are the result of the transition to large numbers of events that allows to adopt a

continuum description. The development of a theory of this class is the major goal of

several approaches to quantum gravity. In what follows, I outline a minimum axiomatic

system that might be useful as a guiding framework for such an enterprise (see Perez-

Bergliaffa et al. (1998) for an alternative relational approach).

The basis of primitive symbols of the theory is:

BPre�Geom ¼ EB; EB; P; 	; W; lP; �h i:

Tentative axiomatic basis:

• O1—Ontological/semantic EB is the collection of basic events. Every x in EB denotes

an event.

• O2—Syntactic/semantic There is a set EB such that every e 2 EB denotes a basic event

of EB.

• O3—Syntactic There is a binary operation � from EB � EB into a set E� that composes

basic events into complex events (Def. Complex events: processes).

• O4—Syntactic There exists a partially ordered set P � EB (poset) endowed with the

ordering relation 	.

• O5—Syntactic The partial order binary relation 	 is:

– Reflexive: For all x 2 P, x 	 x.

– Antisymmetric: For all x; y 2 P, x 	 y 	 x implies x ¼ y.

– Transitive: For all x; y; z 2 P, x 	 y 	 z implies x 	 z.

– Locally finite: For all x; z 2 P, card ðfy 2 Cjx 	 y 	 zgÞ\1.

Here card (A) denotes the cardinality of the set A. Notice that x 
 y if x 	 y and x 6¼ y.

• O6—Ontological. The elements of EB have an extensive property called energy

WðxÞ : EB ! R. The larger WðxÞ, the more numerous are the events that can be linked

to x by 	 in E�.
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• O7—Ontological. If CompðeÞ ¼ fe1; e2; . . .; eng then WðeÞ ¼ Wðe1Þ þWðe2Þ
þ � � � þWðenÞ, where all ei are basic events.

• O8—Ontological If E0 � EB has n elements, then

WðE0Þ ¼ Rn
i¼1WðeiÞ; ei 2 E0

• O9—Syntactic EB is embedded in E� in such a way that E� preserves the internal

structure of EB given by the relation of precedence.

• O10—Syntactic The set E� has a (pseudo) metric structure.

• O11—Syntactic E� can be extended into a continuous, differentiable pseudo-

Riemaniann 4-dimensional manifold E.

• O12—Ontological The energy density is q ¼ WðE0Þ=V , where V is the volume of a

region E0 in E. This energy density forms a component of a tensor field on E that is

related to the curvature of E by Einstein field equations.

From O11, the continuum approximation is valid in the large number limit of basic

events and allows to match the pre-geometric structure with the ontological one. To prove

O11 as a theorem from more basic axioms is a major problem of the causal set approach to

quantum gravity. I hope to discuss this issue elsewhere.
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